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Digital Transformation and Enterprise Modernization Imperative 

In today’s digital world, change is rapid and inevitable, and its incumbent upon businesses to remain 

sufficiently flexible to embrace new innovations to transform their core business to stay ahead of the 

competition. To succeed in such transformation initiatives, enterprises need to holistically modernize critical 

assets like applications, operations, IT and Infrastructure, using a platform that translates business 

objectives into software outcomes and provides right level of visibility, control to make the assets meet the 

business objectives on a continuous basis. 

Current modernization tools focus either on specific application layer like application, infrastructure, host or 

business or on a specific domain of application like performance, security or availability, but the need of the 

hour is for a tool that takes holistic approach to encompass all layers and all domains of an application and 

provide a next-generation platform to help enterprises succeed in their modernization initiatives.  

Introducing AppDimensions™ 

CloudFabrix AppDimensions™ is an innovative Outcomes driven Application Analytics platform that helps 

enterprises to transform and govern many transforming entities across all layers and all domains, to meet 

business and operations outcomes in a consistent, quantifiable and policy driven automated manner. 

AppDimensions provides value to customers in the following 3 distinct steps during transformation, 

migration and modernization: 

 

 

1. Discover & Assess: Any modernization journey starts with visibility – knowing what’s out there, and 

AppDimensions can continuously Discover all your apps, infrastructure, clouds using a unique 

agentless approach and builds a comprehensive and active model of the disparate and complex nature 

of target environments. This forms the foundational application intelligence which AppDimensions then 

leverages to address key use cases like cloud migration Assessment, security assessment, compliance 

audits, application governance, application portability and application modernization. 

 

2. Define & Govern: Every enterprise has quantifiable business and operations objectives like revenue 

growth, cost control, profitability, customer satisfaction and these objectives are translated to 

AppDimensions Outcomes by customers and must be met by applications and digital initiatives in the 

target environment. Each outcome consists of a set of application aspects, called Dimensions, and set 

of rules, called Insights that the governed entities strive to meet. Many business and operational 

outcomes are provided out of the box and partners can develop new custom Outcomes and monetize 

through market place.  

 

 

Benefits 

• Align digital initiatives with 

business outcomes 

 

• Continuous application discovery 

& intelligence for assessment, 

standardization and migration 

 

• Unified application intelligence 

from large volumes of operations 

and application data. 

 

• Automate establishment of 

baseline to track and optimize 

improvement. 

 

• Comprehensive view of target 

environments to help in audits, 

assessments and 

standardization 

 

• Cross-layer and Cross-domain 

application operation analytics 

 

• Machine learning to drive 

optimization and predictive 

analytics 

 

• Scalable, secure and self-

governing Microservices & 

Containers ready platform  

 

• Leverage 3rd party app and 

environments support with 

partner integrations through 

marketplace approach  

 

 

 

 

CloudFabrix AppDimensions™ 

Outcomes driven Application Analytics & 

Intelligence Platform 

 

Transform, Modernize and Govern Any App on Any Cloud 
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Legacy App Transformation 

AppDimensions™ takes a unique approach in transforming the legacy applications without requiring any forklifting to avoid 

disruptions. It guides the enterprises through series of steps to specify and introduce active governance that is application specific 

for bringing the transformation in a controlled manner by measuring the readiness of each dimension and making recommended 

corrective actions. Its scoring method and analytics driven approach will allow the enterprise IT to continuously track the progress 

and take suggested actions to ensure successful transformation.  

 

Data Center Governance and Infrastructure Modernization  

Delivers holistic Datacenter governance with comprehensive visibility and control of many aspects like configuration, security, 

availability, cost, compliance etc. Automates full operations life cycle, by natively providing ongoing governance for day to day 

operations and by integrating with underlying tools for provisioning and deployment operations. 

 

 

Multi-cloud Enablement/Choice  

AppDimensions™ allows enterprises to maintain a centralized approach to define and enforce application policies while leveraging 

the cost benefits, capacity and speed of provisioning of the external cloud where applicable. It will make the access to their 

infrastructure resources from public, local and private clouds, as one cloud. Complete with multi-tenant supported self-service 

portal for the users to select and build their application and services stack as per the policies and automate the provisioning. 

 

 

 

Traditional Approach Vs AppDimensions Approach 

 

AppDimensions then Governs the target environments using extensive data collection, BigData Analytics capabilities and reports 

the extent to which governed entities meet the defined outcomes with a quantitative and an objective number - Governance score. 

AppDimensions will also provide a control mechanism to automatically or manually remediate offending entities to make them 

comply with outcomes.  

 

3. Predict & Optimize: Once Applications are discovered and governed for some observation learning period, AppDimensions 

employs machine learning, deep learning and predictive analytics capabilities to maximize the value and deliver optimized 

outcomes consistently through the target environments. Specifically, AppDimensions establishes a baseline after learning period 

and Predicts negative outcomes before they happen. AppDimensions also recommends preventive measures and 

recommendations for Optimizations to maximize the value of target environments. 

 

Cloud Native Application Development 

AppDimensions™ is built on CloudFabrix Micro-services platform that provides many built-in capabilities to bringing together 

leading technologies like Microservices, Containers, DevOps automation to help enterprise effectively develop and govern cloud 

native applications. The platform supports required tooling for developers to automate full stack development, deployment and 

governance and allow integration with DevOps tools. It also provides DevOps console to develop and administer Microservices 

based applications.  

 

Key Solutions 



 

AppDimensions™ 

 

  Application Deep Discovery & Intelligence 

AppDimensions takes a holistic cross-layer approach in 

discovering full stack consisting of applications, application 

infrastructure, hosts, containers, VMs, bare metal servers and 

the underlying infrastructure to deliver deep intelligence on a 

continuous basis with topological views, configuration details, 

tiered models and interdependencies among various 

components.  

 

AppDimensions uses agent-less mechanism for turnkey and 

secure operation. AppDimensions natively supports standard 

packaged apps, infrastructures and can be extended to 

support custom applications and environments using 

marketplace approach. AppDimensions can also integrate with 

external data sources to augment Discovery information to 

deliver Unified Application Intelligence. 

 

 

Key Capabilities  

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

Dimensions & Application Templates 

AppDimensions™ Application Templates serve as a foundation 

to deliver unified and automated application governance on any 

platform or infrastructure or cloud. Unlike typical static 

application templates, CloudFabrix Application Templates 

combined with outcomes capture the entire stack definition as 

well as the dynamic operational needs of applications and 

associated governance dimensions (e.g. configuration, 

availability, cost, compliance…) from multiple stakeholder 

views. Enterprises can achieve cloud migration assessment, 

standardization, agility and portability across any environment 

by using application Application Templates. 

 

 

 Microservices & Containers Support 

Using AppDimensions™ underlying CloudFabrix Microservices 

platform, users will have the ability to build, govern and 

orchestrate technology agnostic Microservices to any platform 

or infrastructure or cloud leveraging container technologies 

and many other built-in micro-services capabilities. 

 

Multi-language Support                Docker Support 

Multi-tenancy                                  Message scaling (kafka) 

Load balancing & HA                     DB & Logging Services 

Micro-level approval injection      Ticketing Integration 

Real-time message correlation    Self-governance 

 

Outcomes and insights driven Governance  

AppDimensions Outcomes represent expectations from 

applications and environments, and AppDimensions 

continuously governs the underlying entities with quantifiable 

number, called governance score, which ranges from 0 to 100. 

Each Outcome simply represents a set of application 

characteristics, called Dimensions, and set of rules, called 

Insights that the governed entities must meet.  

 

AppDimensions leverages BigData analytics to produce 

governance score for all layers (application, host, 

infrastructure) and all domains (like configuration, security, 

compliance) to deliver comprehensive governance controls. 

AppDimensions integrates with standard applications and 

infrastructures using innovative shadow Microservices and 

custom environments can be supported through SDK and 

marketplace approach. 

Micro-governance using DevOps Console and 

Service Social Graph 

AppDimensions™ DevOps console provides convenient and 

comprehensive way for DevOps professionals to effectively 

develop and administer Microservices based application using 

service social graphs, built-in API browser and platform 

dashboards. 

 

Service catalog provides a comprehensive selection of native 

as well as custom Microservices. Service social graph 

provides real-time message correlation and visualization for 

effective Micro-governance. API gateway provides full listing 

and details of APIs of native as well as partner-built 

Microservices and allows in-line invocation for accelerated 

DevOps cycles. 

 

 

Machine Learning and Predictive Analytics 

AppDimensions employs sophisticated machine learning and 

predictive analytics to provide predictions and optimizations 

for customer's target environments.  AppDimensions 

establishes baseline for target environments for both positive 

Outcomes and negative Outcomes. AppDimensions provides 

recommendations for optimizing the application stack to 

achieve positive outcomes, and begins to predict negative 

Outcomes before they happen. It has built-in outcomes driven 

testing to establish baselines. 
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